Analogies

Directions: Circle the related analogy.

1. Study is to test as:
   a. practice is to athlete
   b. nap is to baby
   c. cloud is to sky
   d. loud is to quiet

2. Smile is to happy as:
   a. flowers are to nature
   b. frown is to sad
   c. pain is to injury
   d. pencils are to writing

3. Pencil is to paper as:
   a. soccer is to field
   b. lawnmower is to trim
   c. fish is to boat
   d. paint is to canvas

4. Sharp is to knife as:
   a. dull is to shovel
   b. big is to plane
   c. flash is to camera
   d. small is to sand

5. Scratch is to itch as:
   a. cleanse is to wound
   b. laughter is to happy
   c. toy is to child
   d. break is to mend

6. Teeth are to chew as:
   a. walking is to shoes
   b. singing is to voice
   c. nose is to smell
   d. author is to write

7. Mowing is to grass as:
   a. sweet is to candy
   b. hands are to gloves
   c. zipper is to coat
   d. trim is to hair

8. Sunrise is to dawn as:
   a. lunch is to dinner
   b. sunset is to dusk
   c. warmth is to sun
   d. chips are to crunch
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Analogies – ANSWER KEY
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